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Abstract
This is a review of recent developments in the theory of beta ensembles of random
matrices and their relations with conformal filed theory (CFT). There are (almost) no
new results here. This article can serve as a guide on appearances and studies of quan-
tum Painleve´ and more general multidimensional linear equations of Belavin-Polyakov-
Zamolodchikov (BPZ) type in literature. We demonstrate how BPZ equations of CFT
arise from β-ensemble eigenvalue integrals. Quantum Painleve´ equations are relatively
simple instances of BPZ or confluent BPZ equations, they are PDEs in two independent
variables (“time” and “space”). While CFT is known as quantum integrable theory,
here we focus on the appearing links of β-ensembles and CFT with classical integrable
structure and isomonodromy systems. The central point is to show on the example of
quantum Painleve´ II (QPII) [94] how classical integrable structure can be extended to
general values of β (or CFT central charge c), beyond the special cases β = 2 (c = 1) and
c→∞ where its appearance is well-established. We also discuss an a´ priori very differ-
ent important approach, the ODE/IM correspondence giving information about complex
quantum integrable models, e.g. CFT, from some stationary Schro¨dinger ODEs. Solu-
tion of the ODEs depends on (discrete) symmetries leading to functional equations for
Stokes multipliers equivalent to discrete integrable Hirota-type equations. The separa-
tion of “time” and “space” variables, a consequence of our integrable structure, also
leads to Schro¨dinger ODEs and thus may have a connection with ODE/IM methods.
1
1 Introduction
Beta ensembles of random matrices (RM), introduced by Dyson [40] in 1962, find more and
more applications in physics and mathematics, e.g. in conformal and integrable quantum
field theories (QFT), theory of second order phase transitions, condensed matter theory in
connection with conduction in disordered wires, Quantum Hall effect, anyons and fractional
(exclusion) statistics. A rather comprehensive treatment can be found in [48]. In fact, their
wide applicability originates in their very definition [40] as Coulomb gas (fluid) of particles-
eigenvalues on the real line or in complex plane. Here we would like to concentrate on their
properties related to integrability and integrable systems – both classical and quantum, with
the aim toward the exact solvability of the related problems, which partly explains the term
integrability here – it is first and foremost exact solvability for us. What we mean by exact
solvability should become clearer below in section 4.
There are two kinds of integrable systems (IS), often considered separately and studied
by quite different methods – classical and quantum IS. The former usually involve functions
and differential equations they satisfy while the latter usually deal with non-commutative
algebras of operators, their eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, where the main tools are often
representation-theoretic. The common integrable structure, however, is clearly seen in the
existence of Lax matrices and compatibility conditions. Albeit, while classical IS usually deal
with number-valued Lax matrices, for quantum IS the Lax matrices are operator-valued. A
general paradigm coming from physics is to consider a quatum IS as quantization of a classical
IS. While arisen historically to become a common lore, quantization procedure is often not
well defined mathematically and ambiguous due to operator ordering issues. Integrability
cures many of these issues, and quantum integrable theories are often better defined than
other quantum theories (this is especially true of QFT).
The relationship between quantum and classical IS, however, goes deeper than just the lat-
ter being a classical limit of the former. An exact, without any limit, correspondence between
quantum transfer matrices and classical discrete Hirota equations was first found in [69], and
later in many other cases, see e.g. [71] and references therein. In another related venue, the
ODE/IM (ordinary differential equations/integrable (quantum) models) correspondence was
revealed in [34, 15, 16], see [33] for a review. There the solution of Baxter equations for quan-
tum transfer matrices of quantum spin chains, or transfer operators in CFT [14], and their
eigenvalues hinged upon finding energy spectra of certain stationary Schro¨dinger equations
(SE). This led to the algebraic Bethe equations for the energy eigenvalues and again to discrete
Hirota equations for the Stokes multipliers identified with the eigenvalues of quantum transfer
matrices. We are aiming to demonstrate that Dyson beta ensembles and related canonically
quantized Painleve´ or Garnier equations are excellent natural models for further insight into
these deep connections. In this review, we describe important related results focusing on the
relatively simple examples.
Plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the main objects of study. Simple
derivation of BPZ-type equations for β-ensembles is given in section 3. In the central section
4, several representative examples of exact integrability in conformal field theory (CFT) and
β-ensemble problems for general Dyson index β are outlined. The main conjecture based on
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the results of [94] is that this integrability can be generalized to achieve everything mentioned
in section 5 considering special cases β = 2, β = 0 and β → ∞ where classical integrability
is well-known. Section 6 briefly touches on the appearance of more general PDEs involving
multidimensional diffusion-drift operators, e.g. of quantized Garnier type. Section 7 contains
some concluding remarks.
1.1 Work of Dyson and further developments
Dyson considered [40] the Brownian Motion (BM) of eigenvalues of Gaussian β-ensemble
defined by eigenvalue distribution
P(x1, . . . , xn) ∼ |∆|β exp
(
−β
∑
i x
2
i
2a2
)
= e−βW , (1.1)
where the potential W is
W (x1, . . . , xn) = −
∑
i<j
ln |xi − xj |+
∑
i
x2i
2a2
.
This is equivalent to the dynamics of particles in Brownian motion with positions xi, subjected
to an electric force E(xi) = −∂xiW and friction with strength f , such that at temperature T
during a small time interval δt changes in particle positions δxi are given by
f〈δxi〉 = E(xi)δt, f〈δx2i 〉 = 2Tδt,
and all higher moments are zero. The joint probability density (p.d.f.) P(x1, . . . , xn; t) then
satisfies the Fokker-Planck (FP) equation
f
∂P
∂t
=
∑
i
(
T
∂2P
∂x2i
− ∂
∂xi
(E(xi)P)
)
.
Its unique stationary solution is (1.1), i.e. the original random matrix (RM) eigenvalue dis-
tribution. The respective Brownian motinon of matrix elements is defined for β = 1, 2 or 4
only1 and satisfies another FP equation,
f
∂P
∂t
=
∑
i
(
T
2
gi
∂2P
∂M2i
+
1
a2
∂
∂Mi
(MiP)
)
.
For an initial condition as M =M ′ at t = 0, the unique solution of the last equation is
P(M ; t) =
c0
(1− c2)N/2 exp
(
− Tr(M − cM
′)2
2a2kBT (1− c2)
)
,
1Nowadays, however, starting with the seminal work [39], many matrix models leading to general β eigen-
value distributions are known [8, 37, 70].
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where c0 is a numerical constant and c = e
− t
a2f . I.e. here β = 1/T . The Brownian Motion
(BM) is invariant under symmetry-preserving unitary transformations of M . Dyson showed
that the two BMs correspond to each other in the sense that the first is the BM of eigenvalues
for the matrix whose entries are involved in the second one. In applications, e.g. in studies of
conductivity of wires with impurities creating disorder, a similar model often arises, that of
a random matrix H consisting of random and non-random components,
H = |1− e−2τ |1/2Hrand. + e−τH0,
where H0 is non-random, τ is the strength of disorder playing the role of time for Dyson
BM [97, 48].
These FP equations are autonomous and therefore admit simple solutions. It turns out that
the whole related nonlinear integrable structure can be derived from this type FP equations
but nonautonomous ones [107, 94], which is one of the main subjects of the present paper.
Besides, one is more often interested in the integrals of the p.d.f. rather than the p.d.f. itself.
The integrals sometimes also satisfy certain FP equations which we consider in section 3.
2 Beta ensembles, Virasoro constraints and quantum
integrable models
Consider the integrals defining β-ensembles,
Iβ([t]) =
∫
. . .
∫ M∏
i=1
dxi|∆(x)|βe
∑
∞
k=0 tk
∑M
i=1 x
k
i , ∆(x) =
∏
i<j
(xi − xj). (2.1)
The integration here can be considered over (subsets of) RM . The integral satisfies the so-
called Virasoro constraints derived for general β in [9], exposing the connection of β-ensembles
and conformal filed theory (CFT) with central charge
c = 1− 6(1− κ)
2
κ
. (2.2)
The following identity expresses the Virasoro constarints
0 =
∫
. . .
∫ M∏
i=1
dxi
M∑
i=1
∂
∂xi
(
xn+1i |∆(x)|βe
∑
∞
k=0 tk
∑M
i=1 x
k
i
)
= LnIβ([t]), (n = −1, 0, 1, . . . ),
(2.3)
where
Ln = κ
n∑
m=0
∂2
∂tm∂tn−m
+
∞∑
m=1
mtm
∂
∂tn+m
+ (1− κ)(n+ 1) ∂
∂tn
(2.4)
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are the Virasoro generators making an infinite subalgebra (m,n ≥ −1) of the Virasoro algebra
with commutation relations
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m + c
12
n(n2 − 1)δn,−m. (2.5)
The connection of integral (2.1) with CFT is best demonstrated by introducing so-called
free collective field operators, or holomorphic (chiral) bosons [9, 68]:
∂φ(z) =
√
β
∞∑
n=0
z−n−1
∂
∂tn
+
1√
β
∞∑
n=1
ntnz
n−1. (2.6)
Then the generators Ln in (2.4) are the Laurent (or Fourier) modes of the holomorphic
component of the CFT energy-momentum tensor [19, 36, 68]
T (z) =
∞∑
−∞
Ln
zn+2
=
1
2
: (∂φ(z))2 : −1 − κ√
2κ
∂2φ(z), (2.7)
where here and further on κ = β/2, colons denote the necessary normal ordering (i.e. putting
all the tn derivatives to the right) to make square of the operator generating series (2.6)
well-defined.
There is also a direct relation of certain integrals of the form (2.1) with quantum Calogero-
Sutherland model (CSM) [48, 9] defined by Hamiltonian for N particles,
H = −1
2
N∑
k=1
∂2
∂q2k
+
pi2
2L2
N∑
j 6=k
κ(κ− 1)
sin2 pi(qj − qk)/L, (2.8)
Following [9, 48], denote yj = e
2piiqj/L and consider another multidimensional integral, the
Selberg-Aomoto integral,
SM,N(a, b, γ, µ; [y]) =
∫
[0,1]M
M∏
i=1
dxi ·
M∏
i=1
N∏
k=1
(1− xiyk)α
M∏
i=1
xai (1− xi)b
M∏
i<j
|xi − xj |γ, (2.9)
which is essentially an averaged power α of the product of N characteristic polynomials of
size M Jacobi β-ensemble. The correspondence between (2.9) and (2.1) is established via the
transformation of symmetric variables yj into the power sums tk =
∑N
j=1 y
k
j /k,
M∏
i=1
N∏
n=1
(1− xiyn)α =
M∏
i=1
e−α
∑
∞
k=1 tkx
k
i . (2.10)
Thus, for special points in the infinite space of couplings {tk}, such that only the first N of
them are independent, the integral (2.1) reduces to the one of the form (2.9) or (3.1) below.
On the other hand, the CSM Hamiltonian (2.8) can be transformed as
5
∆˜(y)−κH∆˜(y)κ = 2
(pi
L
)2
H˜ + E0, ∆˜(y) =
N∏
i<j
sin pi(qi − qj)/L ∼
∏
i
y
−(N−1)/2
i
N∏
i<j
(yi − yj),
(2.11)
where
H˜ =
N∑
i=1
(yi∂yi)
2 + κ
N∑
i<j
yi + yj
yi − yj (yi∂yi − yj∂yj ), (2.12)
and E0 = (pi/L)
2κ2(N3 − N)/6 is the eigenvalue of the ground state ∆˜(y)κ. The eigenfunc-
tions of H˜ are Jack polynomials, see e.g. [76, 48]. The integral (2.9) can be expanded in a
(convergent) infinite linear combination of Jack polynomials in y-variables with κ = 2α2/γ,
and so is an eigenfunction of the operator H˜ . It satisfies a multivariate generalization of
hypergeometric differential equation when α = 1 or α = −γ/2, see e.g. [48], a special case of
PDEs considered in the next section.
3 BPZ differential equations for β-ensembles and CFT [78,
79, 10, 4, 80]
As an example for PDE derivation, consider an integral
Z =
∫
. . .
∫ N∏
i=1
dxi(z − xi)α∆β(x)e−
∑N
k=1 V (xk). (3.1)
Denoting by 〈 〉 the integration with the measure defined by (3.1) and differentiationg Z (so
that e.g. Z = 〈〉), one has
∂zZ =
〈
N∑
k=1
α
z − xk
〉
, (3.2)
∂zzZ =
〈
N∑
k=1
(
α2 − α
(z − xk)2 +
N∑
j 6=k
2α2
(z − xk)(xk − xj)
)〉
. (3.3)
On the other hand, consider the identity (it can be considered as a generating function of the
Virasoro constraints (2.3), (2.4))
0 =
N∑
k=1
∫
. . .
∫ N∏
i=1
dxi
∂
∂xk
(
1
z − xk
N∏
i=1
(z − xi)α∆β(x)e−
∑N
k=1 V (xk)
)
=
=
〈
N∑
k=1
(
1− α
(z − xk)2 +
N∑
j 6=k
β
(z − xk)(xk − xj) −
V ′(xk)
z − xk
)〉
. (3.4)
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Comparing (3.4) with (3.3), one finds another identity (by subtracting α·(3.4) from (3.3)):
∂zz〈 〉 −
〈
N∑
k=1
N∑
j 6=k
α(β + 2α)
(z − xk)(xk − xj)
〉
+
〈
N∑
k=1
αV ′(xk)
z − xk
〉
= 0. (3.5)
Besides, taking another linear combination, β·(3.2)+2α2·(3.4) leads to one more identity,
β∂zz〈 〉+
〈
N∑
k=1
α(1− α)(β + 2α)
(z − xk)2
〉
−
〈
N∑
k=1
2α2V ′(xk)
z − xk
〉
= 0. (3.6)
The identities (3.5) and (3.6) can be further simplified by taking the appropriate special values
of α and killing the complicated averaged sums. E.g. taking α = 1 in (3.6) and using (3.2)
yields
β
2
∂zz〈 〉 − V ′(z)∂z〈 〉+
〈
N∑
k=1
V ′(z)− V ′(xk)
z − xk
〉
= 0. (3.7)
Similarly, taking α = −β/2 in (3.5) leads to
∂zz〈 〉+ V ′(z)∂z〈 〉+ β
2
〈
N∑
k=1
V ′(z)− V ′(xk)
z − xk
〉
= 0. (3.8)
The last term in (3.7) or (3.8) for many important potentials can be written explicitly in terms
of derivatives of Z w.r.t. the coupling parameters. For instance, the so-called multi-Penner
potential,
V (x) = C(N, β) ·
n∑
l=1
ml ln(x− wl). (3.9)
gives
〈
N∑
k=1
V ′(z)− V ′(xk)
z − xk
〉
= C(N, β)
n∑
l=1
ml
z − wl
〈
N∑
k=1
1
xk − wl
〉
=
n∑
l=1
1
z − wl
∂
∂wl
〈 〉, (3.10)
where we used that ∂wle
−C
∑N
k=1ml ln(xk−wl) = Cml
∑N
k=1 1/(xk −wl)e−C
∑N
k=1ml ln(xk−wl). Thus,
we obtain the nonlinear PDEs satisfied by Z for the two special values of α, α = 1 and
α = −β/2, respectively:(
β
2
∂zz − C(N, β) ·
n∑
l=1
ml
z − wl∂z +
n∑
l=1
1
z − wl
∂
∂wl
)
〈 〉1 = 0, (3.11)
(
2
β
∂zz +
2
β
C(N, β) ·
n∑
l=1
ml
z − wl∂z +
n∑
l=1
1
z − wl
∂
∂wl
)
〈 〉−β/2 = 0. (3.12)
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These Fuchsian PDEs are essentially (up to a change due to multiplication of Z (3.1) by a
simple factor, see (6.1)) Belavin-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov (BPZ) equations of CFT [19] cor-
responding to the insertion of two types of degenerate primary fields (degenerate primary
vertex operators) into a CFT correlation function of a product of n + 1 non-degenerate pri-
maries (the β-ensemble integral with n general wl corresponds to n CFT primaries at their
positions and another one implied to be at ∞). Our derivation followed [4, 78], and a similar
one was used in [80] to obtain the connection between all quantum Painleve´ equations and
β-ensembles with certain potentials. Another important case is that of a polynomial potential
V , V (x) =
∑n
l=1 tlx
l. Then〈
N∑
k=1
V ′(z)− V ′(xk)
z − xk
〉
=
n∑
l=1
ltl
〈
N∑
k=1
xl−1k
〉
=
n∑
l=1
ltl
∂
∂tl−1
〈 〉, (3.13)
which leads to the confluent BPZ equations related to irregular conformal blocks [61] now
realized to be important in asymptotically free gauge theories [50].
Taking n = 3 and considering two of the wl as fixed (usually at 0 and 1) in (3.11)
and (3.12) leads to two quantum Painleve´ VI equations with two different dual values for
the Planck constant, ~ = β/2 and ~ = 2/β, respectively. The connection of the first of
them with β-ensembles was demonstrated e.g. in [80]. This explains why the different dual
values appeared in different contexts: the β-ensembles of Nagoya [80] contain the averaged
characteristic polynomials, i.e. there α = 1, which leads to PDEs of type (3.11) with ~ = β/2.
On the contrary, the FP equations derived in the various large N limits of β-ensembles by
probabilists [41, 90, 89, 91, 22, 23] were related to the ensembles with external matrix source
(or with “spikes” in statistics terminology). Here the formula obtained by Forrester [49]
becomes very illuminating. He found the formula for the probability density of finite N
Laguerre (Wishart) β-ensemble with one spike, i.e. only one eigenvalue of the external source
matrix different from 1,
Pβ,a,δ(l1, . . . , ln) ∼
∏
i<j
|li−lj |β ·
n∏
k=1
l
(a+1)β/2−1
k e
−βlk/2
∫ +∞
−∞
eit
n∏
k=1
(
it− δ − 1
2δ
lk
)−β/2
dt, (3.14)
where δ is the spike parameter. Comparing (3.14) with the expression under the integral of
(3.1) one immediately sees that the special power −β/2 corresponding to the second choice
of degenerate Virasoro primary like in (3.12) is present here. Therefore this integral and all
its large N limits satisfy PDEs of type (3.12), i.e. with ~ = 2/β as was found in the just
cited references by probabilistic methods. Moreover, we see now that before taking any limit,
the finite Laguerre (or Gaussian) β-ensembles in external field should satisfy a PDE of this
type if we manage to express the corresponding left-hand side of (3.10) in terms of derivatives
w.r.t. the coupling parameters.
To summarize, introducing into a β-ensemble integral the factors corresponding to in-
sertion of degenerate primary fields in CFT amounts to choosing a convenient generating
function to probe the dependence of the integral on coupling parameters like wk in (3.1) or
8
tl in (3.13), so that the modified integral (generating function) satisfies a relatively simple
linear PDE of BPZ/FP/non-stationary Schro¨dinger type.
A key to revealing various symmetries and relations among different β-ensembles could
become the remarkable duality formulas of Desrosiers [31],
e−p2(f)
〈
n∏
j=1
N∏
k=1
(
sj ± i
√
2
β
xk
)
0F (2/β)0 (x, 2f)
〉
x∈GβEN
=
= e−p2(s)
〈
n∏
j=1
N∏
k=1
(
yj ± i
√
2
β
fk
)
0F (β/2)0 (y, 2s)
〉
y∈G4/βEn
, (3.15)
e−p2(f)
〈
n∏
j=1
N∏
k=1
(sj ± xk)−β/2 0F (2/β)0 (x, 2f)
〉
x∈GβEN
=
= e−p2(s)
〈
n∏
j=1
N∏
k=1
(yj ± fk)−β/2 0F (2/β)0 (y, 2s)
〉
y∈GβEn
, (3.16)
where 0F (γ)0 (X, Y ) is the hypergeometric function of two matrix arguments X and Y (see
e.g. [76] or [48]), p2(s) =
∑
j s
2
j etc., relating averaged products of n characteristic polynomials
in sj-variables over Gaussian β-ensemble of size N with external matrix source (external field)
f with eigenvalues fk to the ones of degree N over dual 4/β-ensemble of size n with vectors
s and f interchanged. There are similar formulas for Laguerre β-ensembles [31] involving
function 0F1. Applying the transformation (2.10) one sees that in fact these formulas connect
also various β-ensembles with non-Gaussian polynomial potentials in external fields. It would
be interesting to extend these formulas e.g. to the largest eigenvalue distributions of the
corresponding RME, e.g.
e−p2(f)
∫ t
−∞
. . .
∫ t
−∞
n∏
j=1
N∏
k=1
(
sj ± i
√
2
β
xk
)
0F (2/β)0 (x, 2f)∆β(x)
N∏
i=1
e−x
2
i dxi. (3.17)
Shifting the integration variables xi → xi + t one obtains an integral of the form
e−p2(f+t)
∫ 0
−∞
. . .
∫ 0
−∞
n∏
j=1
N∏
k=1
(
(sj ∓ it
√
2
β
)± i
√
2
β
xk
)
0F (2/β)0 (x, 2(f + t))∆β(x)
N∏
i=1
e−x
2
i dxi.
(3.18)
Then, redefining the characteristic polynomial and external source variables by the opposite
shift, sj → sj − t, fk → fk − t, one returns to the integral of the original form but over
the intervals (−∞, 0] instead of (−∞, t]. Thus, the problem reduces to the possibility of
extension of the dualities between the integrals over the whole RN to the ones over the
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single N -dimensional orthant. The idea of such shift of integration variables (in the opposite
direction) was recently used in [86] to obtain information on gauge theory instanton partition
function and a phase transition for it from the Gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE) largest
eigenvalue probability and the Tracy-Widom distribution [102] in its large matrix size limit.
Integrals of the form (2.1) also recently appeared [50, 51, 4] in the string theory and AGT
correspondence [6] between 2-dimensional Liouville CFT and 4-dimensional supersymmetric
gauge theories, can be obtained from those with potential (3.9) by the limiting confluence pro-
cedure, when the Penner singularities wl merge. In CFT this corresponds to the introduction
of degenerate or confluent primary fields, see e.g. [61]. This is quite similar to the confluence
process of Garnier systems [58], where the regular singular points merge leading from the
Garnier systems to the confluent Garnier systems with irregular singularities [66, 64, 96].
4 Results and conjectures for general β
4.1 Stationary Schro¨dinger equations and ODE/IM correspondence
As a representative example, let us consider the system of [15, 16]. In [15], the authors
proved the extended version of the earlier conjecture [34] about the relation between vacuum
eigenvalues of CFT Q-operators (analogs of Baxter Q-operators for integrable lattice models
and quantum spin chains, see e.g. [33] and references therein) introduced in [14], part II, and
spectral determinants of one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equations (SE) on the half-line x > 0
with homogeneous potential,(
−∂xx + x2α + l(l + 1)
x2
)
Ψ(x) = EΨ(x). (4.1)
The vacuum eigenvalues of Q-operators Q±(λ) are their eigenvalues at the highest weight state
|p〉 of a representation of Virasoro algebra parameterized by a momentum-like parameter p,
the highest weight ∆ is given by ∆ = p2/κ+(c−1)/24, and c = 1−6(1−κ)2/κ is the central
charge of the CFT. I.e.
〈p|Q±(λ)|p〉 = λ±2piip/κA±(λ, p), (4.2)
where λ is a spectral parameter. The analytical properties of A±(λ, p) as functions of λ and
p were studied in [14]. They turned out [34, 15, 35] to correspond to the properties of the
spectral determinants
D±(E, l) =
∞∏
n=1
(
1− E
E±n
)
(4.3)
of (4.1), where the “plus” and “minus” signs correspond to the even and odd eigenfunctions
with the ordered eigenvalues E±n , respectively, with the degree and the “angular momentum”
parameter equal to
10
α =
1
κ
− 1, l = 2p
κ
− 1
2
. (4.4)
The relation shown to hold in [15] reads:
A±(λ, p) = D±(ρλ
2, 2p/κ− 1/2), ρ =
(
2
κ
)2−2κ
Γ2(1− κ). (4.5)
It holds for α > 1, i.e. for κ < 1/2 (the range 1 ≤ β ≤ 2, i.e. β = 1, 2, should be reached by
analytic continuation from the domain β < 1, and the spectral determinants D± should then
be defined differently from just (4.3), using the additional Weierstrass exponential factors in
the infinite products, see e.g. [3] or [104]). The proof of [15] proceeds as follows.
Assuming ℜl > −3/2, a solution ψ+(x, E) = ψ(x, E, l) of (4.1) is uniquely specified by
the asymptotic at x→ 0,
ψ(x, E, l)→
√
2pi
1 + α
xl+1
(2 + 2α)(2l+1)/(2+2α)
Γ(1 + (2l + 1)/(2 + 2α)) +O(xl+3). (4.6)
It can be analytically continued outside ℜl > −3/2, and the function ψ−(x, E) = ψ(x, E,−l−
1) is a linearly independent solution of the same equation for generic l since their Wronskian
W [ψ+, ψ−] is equal to
W [ψ+, ψ−] = ψ+∂xψ
− − ψ−∂xψ+ = 2i(ql+1/2 − q−l−1/2), q = eipiκ = e ipi1+α . (4.7)
Then the asymptotics of (4.1) as x→ +∞ are considered. There is a unique solution χ(x, E, l)
which decays at large x, e.g. normalized so that
χ(x, E, l)→ 1
xα/2
exp
(
− x
1+α
1 + α
+O(x1−α
)
. (4.8)
Now the crucial role is played by the discrete symmetries of (4.1) given by the two transfor-
mations:
Λˆ : x→ x, E → E, l → −l − 1; Ωˆ : x→ qx, E → q−2E, l → l. (4.9)
The transformation Ωˆ applied to χ(x, E, l) yields another linearly independent solution. With
the choice of [15], χ−(x, E, l) = iq−1/2χ(qx, q−2E, l), their Wronskian
W [χ, χ−] = 2. (4.10)
Then one matches the two asymptotics expanding the solutions ψ+ and ψ− into the basis χ,
χ−, e.g.
ψ+ = C(E, l)χ +D(E, l)χ−, (4.11)
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where the notation D(E, l) anticipates the result to be seen shortly. It is easy to see, that the
action of the transformations (4.9) on the four solutions introduced is the following:
Λˆψ± = ψ∓; Λˆχ± = χ±, (4.12)
Ωˆψ± = q1/2±(l+1/2)ψ±; Ωˆχ+ = −iq1/2χ−, Ωˆχ− = −iq1/2χ+ + uχ−, (4.13)
with some coefficient u = u(E, l). From (4.13) and (4.11) it follows that
C(E, l) = −iq−l−1/2D(q−2E, l), (4.14)
and applying (4.12) to (4.11) gives
ψ− = D(E,−l − 1)χ− − iql+1/2D(q−2E,−l − 1)χ+. (4.15)
At last, taking the Wronskian W [χ+, ψ+] and using (4.11) and (4.10) one finds
D(E, l) =
1
2
W [χ+, ψ+]. (4.16)
By (4.16), if D(E, l) = 0, it means that ψ+ ∼ χ+, which is an eigenfunction of discrete
spectrum of (4.1), i.e. E must belong to the zeros of D+(E, l) (4.3), and vice versa. Both
are entire functions of E. Therefore also log(D+(E, l)/D(E, l)) is entire. By semiclassical
asymptotics as E → ∞ one finds that log(D+(E, l)/D(E, l)) → 0 in this limit and hence
D+(E, l) = D(E, l). From all the above facts one can establish (4.5) by showing that D(E, l)
satisfy the properties uniquely defining functions A+ [14]. The bilinear relation
ql+1/2D(q2E, l)D(E,−l − 1)− q−l−1/2D(E, l)D(q2E,−l − 1) = ql+1/2 − q−l−1/2 (4.17)
follows from combining (4.11), (4.14), (4.15), (4.7) and (4.10). It exactly corresponds the
so-called quantum Wronskian relation which A±(λ, p) satisfy [14]. Their matching analiticity
conditions can be derived from (4.16) and WKB analysis of (4.1) [15, 35], we skip the details.
The correspondence between one-dimensional SE and quantum integrable models was
extended to the excited states of the Baxter Q-operators in [16]. Then the SE (−∂xx +
V (x))Ψ(x) = EΨ(x) arises with the following modified potential:
V (x) = x2α +
l(l + 1)
x2
− 2 d
2
dx2
L∑
k=1
ln(x2α+2 − zk), (4.18)
where zk are L pairwise different complex numbers satisfying L algebraic Bethe ansatz type
equations
L∑
j 6=k
zk(z
2
k + (3 + α)(1 + 2α)zkzj + α(1 + 2α)z
2
j )
(zk − zj)3 −
αzk
4(1 + α)
+
(2l + 1)2 − 4α2
16(α + 1)
= 0. (4.19)
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The SE with potential (4.18) is in fact equivalent to another one involving the “circular
polygon potentials” (see e.g. [3] about these potentials) under the natural change of variable
already considered in [74],
z = x2α+2 = x2/κ =⇒ x = zκ/2.
In terms of variable z the SE of [16] becomes
(
−∂zz + κ− 2
2z
∂z +
κ2l(l + 1)
4z2
+
κ2
4z
+
L∑
k=1
(
2
(z − zk)2 +
κ− 2
z(z − zk)
)
− κ
2E
4
zκ−2
)
Ψ(x(z)) = 0,
(4.20)
and changing the wavefunction by the factor
Ψ(x(z)) = z(κ−2)/4ψ(z)
and rearranging terms in (4.20) yields the SE for the new function ψ(z):(
−∂zz + κ
2l(l + 1) + (κ− 2)(6− κ)/4
4z2
+
(
κ2
4
−
L∑
k=1
κ− 2
zk
)
1
z
+
+
L∑
k=1
(
2
(z − zk)2 +
κ− 2
zk(z − zk)
)
− κ
2E
4
zκ−2
)
ψ(z) = 0. (4.21)
This equation was obtained in [74] with different notations, e.g. κ = −b2 where b is the
Liouville theory parameter considered in [74] (the real parameter b corresponds to β < 0).
In (4.21) we see indeed a polygon potential added to the original potential characterizing the
ground state. In contrast to the case of nonstationary equation QPII considered below, here
the appearance of the polygon potential is unrelated to the value of κ which is tied with the
degree 2α of the ground state potential.
4.2 Simplest nonstationary cases – quantum Painleve´ equations
These are Fokker-Planck (FP) or nonstationary Schro¨dinger equations (NSSE) in one ”time”
and one ”space” variable, with Hamiltonians being the canonically quantized classical Painleve´
Hamiltonians, i.e. H(x, p)→ H(x, ~∂x)2. Aside from CFT applications, their connection with
β-ensembles first appeared for general beta from two very different sources. First, special cases
of large matrix size N limits of certain β-ensembles – so-called soft edge and hard edge limits
– were found to satisfy the quantum PII [41, 90, 22] and quantum PIII [89, 91] equations,
respectively. In the above papers, however, the linear PDEs obtained were not identified with
quantized Painleve´ equations. This was done in the second source – paper [80], which started
from the canonical quantization of all Painleve´ Hamiltonians and then showed that eigenvalue
2the ususal ordering ambiguity of quantization is cured here by shifts of the free parameters of Painleve´
equations
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integrals of beta ensembles with special potentials were particular solutions of the quantum
Painleve´ (QP) equations.
In [94], we studied the quantum Painleve´ II equation (QPII) from the point of view of
possible exact quantum-classical correspondence – we posed and partly solved the problem of
finding a classical 2× 2 matrix Lax pair such that one of its eigenvector components satisfies
the QPII for general β or κ ≡ β/2:
(
κ∂t + ∂xx + (t− x2)∂x
)F(t, x) = 0, (4.22)
driven in part by the fact of existence of the pair for two special values β = 2, 4 (or κ = 1, 2)
found in [22] for the QPII and in [93] for hard edge related QPIII,
(κt∂t + x
2∂xx + (ax− x2 − 1/t)∂x)FH(t, x) = 0.
The boundary conditions ensure that the solution F(t, x) is a probability distribution function.
Moreover, its large x asymptotic Fβ(t),
F(t, x)→ Fβ(t) as x→ +∞, (4.23)
is the Tracy-Widom distribution (TWβ) for general β. The celebrated distributions TW2 [102],
TW1 and TW4 [103] of RMT with unitary, orthogonal and symplectic symmetry, respectively,
giving it the name universally appear in certain asymptotics of random particle system pro-
cesses, see e.g. [45] and references therein.
We set up to find a Lax pair of the form
∂x
( F
G
)
= L
( F
G
)
, ∂t
( F
G
)
= B
( F
G
)
, (4.24)
where we denoted
L =
(
L1 L+
L− L2
)
, B =
(
B1 B+
B− B2
)
.
Then, eliminating G from the first components of these equations, one obtains another, first-
order, PDE for F :
∂tF − b+∂xF + b1F = 0, (4.25)
where we denoted
b+ =
B+
L+
, b1 = b+L1 − B1. (4.26)
Eliminating ∂tF from (4.22) and (4.25), one sees that F satisfies also an ODE in x:
(∂xx + (t− x2 + κb+)∂x − κb1))F = 0, (4.27)
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which amounts to the effective separation of variables in QPII. All this is in fact consistent in
a greater generality [94], i.e. for an FP equation with general differentiable coefficients in place
of QPII. It depends only upon the solvability of a closed governing system of two nonlinear
PDEs for the functions P = −κb+ and b = κb1, which in QPII case reads3(v(t, x) = t− x2):
κ∂t (P − v) + ∂x (∂xP + P (P − v) + 2b) = 0, (4.28)
κ∂tb+ ∂xxb+ v∂xb = −2b∂xP. (4.29)
We found [94] an explicit solution of this system for all integer κ (i.e. even β), using an
intuition from the known simplest cases κ = 1, 2 [22, 93] and from a consideration of quite
similar problem for all Painleve´ equations, but not considering general β, in [107]. In [107],
the importance of poles in zero-curvature equations was stressed and solutions with one and
two poles, corresponding to Painleve´ equations were found, starting from an FP equation like
(4.22). Their solutions in fact correspond to κ = 1, 2, respectively. Our solution for all κ ∈ N
has κ poles:
b+(t, x) = −1
κ
κ∑
k=1
1
x−Qk(t) , (4.30)
2b1(t, x) =
1
κ
κ∑
k=1
κQ′k + t−Q2k − 2Rk
x−Qk −
1
κ
κ∑
k=1
Qk − 1
κ
(
t2
2
+ U(t)
)
, (4.31)
where we denoted
Rk =
N∑
j 6=k
1
Qk −Qj , (4.32)
function U(t) is defined by
κU ′(t) = −
κ∑
k=1
Q2k, (4.33)
and the poles Qk(t) satisfy equations of motion with Calogero interaction in external time-
dependent cubic (“Painleve´ II implying”) potential,
κ2Q′′k = −2Qk(t−Q2k) + κ− 2−
∑
j 6=k
8
(Qk −Qj)3 , (4.34)
which, considered together with (4.33), have κ first integrals
3This system with v = 0 to the best of our knowledge first appeared in [24] where it was used to find
similarity solutions to the heat equation.
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(κQ′k)
2
2
+ tQ2k −
Q4k
2
− (κ− 2)Qk −
κ∑
j 6=k
2
(Qk −Qj)2 + U(t)−
−
κ∑
j 6=k
κQ′k + κQ
′
j
Qk −Qj +
κ∑
j 6=k
κ∑
l 6=k,j
2
(Qk −Qj)(Qj −Ql) = 0, (4.35)
(which can be written more concisely if one uses the exchange operators between Qk parti-
cles [94]). The functions Qk(t) are in many respects similar to the coordinates of Garnier
system [58], e.g. in their origin as apparent singularities of equation (4.27). By comparing
with the considerations of the previous subsection, one observes that the equations (4.35)
play here the role of non-stationary Bethe ansatz equations.
Thus, the exact quantum-classical correspondence is established for quantum Painleve´ II
– explicitly for κ ∈ N and conjecturally, but plausibly, since the system (4.28), (4.29) has
a Laurent series solution for all κ. The found integrable structure has already allowed us
to obtain a Painleve´ II representation for TW6 (κ = 3) [95] which was beyond the classical
integrable theory before. In fact, see sections 3, 4.3, 6, in [95] we implicitly used the
irregular “5-point conformal block with one degenerate primary” ∼ F(t, x) to gain
information on the irregular “4-point conformal block” ∼ F0(t). Here we want to
present some further facts and conjectures about the system for various κ. Recall the ODE
in x (4.27) that a solution of QPII must satisfy if the governing system has a solution. For
κ ∈ N this is certainly the case. The ODE can be brought to a form of stationary Schro¨dinger
equation by making the first derivative drop out:
F = ΨY 1/2e−1/2(tx−x3/3) = Ψe1/2
∫ x P (t,x)dxe−1/2(tx−x
3/3),
so that function Ψ(x; t) satisfies
∂xxΨ− VΨ = 0, V = b+ (P − t+ x
2)2
4
− ∂x(P − t+ x
2)
2
, (4.36)
which is explicit for κ ∈ N:
V (x) =
3
4
κ∑
k=1
1
(x−Qk)2 +
1
2
κ∑
k=1
κQ′k − Rk
x−Qk −
U(t)
2
+
(κ− 2)x
2
− tx
2
2
+
x4
4
. (4.37)
This potential is a sum of quartic potential for non-symmetric anharmonic oscillator (so has an
irregular singularity at x =∞) and the potential arising in studies of conformal mappings of
circular polygons [3]. The appearance of the circular polygon potentials seems to be generic for
conformal theory related problems, recall e.g. the higher order eigenvalues of quantum transfer
operators [16] from the previous subsection. This genericity finds a natural explanation in the
theory of isomonodromic deformations where the vertices of the polygons appear as apparent
singularities i.e. the singular points of the coefficients of an ODE in the x-complex plane such
that its solutions are meromorphic at these points [58, 47, 38]. Indeed, all the Qk in (4.37) are
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apparent singularities. Moreover, for general κ, all the possible singularities of the function
P (t, x) are simple poles and they lead to such apparent singularities for the equation (4.36).
For general κ, the governing system (4.28), (4.29) can be rewritten in terms of P and the
Schro¨dinger potential V (4.36) as follows:
κ∂tV + P∂xV + 2V ∂xP − ∂xxxP
2
= 0, (4.38)
κ∂tP + 2∂xxP + P∂xP + 2x(t− x2)− (κ− 2) + 2∂xV = 0. (4.39)
Comparing with CSM-related governing systems arising in CFT, see section 5.2, one can see
that the main difference is in the additional time-dependent free term 2x(t−x2)−(κ−2) here
reflecting the fact that we deal with Calogero-like system in time-dependent external field.
Also, for general κ, the logarithmic x-anti-derivative of P , let us denote it Y , i.e.
P =
∂xY
Y
,
satisfies a bilinear PDE of Hirota-like form,
Y (κ∂t + ∂xx)
2Y − ((κ∂t + ∂xx)Y )2 − 2∂xY ∂x(κ∂t + ∂xx)Y + 2∂xxY (κ∂t + ∂xx)Y+
+Y (κ∂tf(v) · Y + ∂xf(v) · ∂xY ) + 2f(v)(Y ∂xxY − (∂xY )2) = 0, (4.40)
where
f(v) = −
∫ x
0
∂tv(t, z)dz − ∂xv − v
2
2
= −(κ− 2)x− (t− x
2)2
2
.
For κ ∈ N, it has polynomial solutions, Y =∏κk=1(x−Qk(t)), in terms of the above functions
Qk(t). The explicit Lax pair found for κ ∈ N, reads4 [94]
L =
(
1
2
(−v + Ld) Y
− 1
2Y
(κBd + ∂xLd + L
2
d/2 + fv)
1
2
(−v − Ld)
)
,
B =

 12
(
−x+ U(t)+t2/2
κ
+Bd
)
−∂xY
κ
−2L−∂xY+κ∂tLd−κ∂xBd
2κY
1
2
(
−x+ U(t)+t2/2
κ
− Bd
)

 ,
where v = t− x2,
Ld = −Y ·
κ∑
k=1
κQ′k − 2Rk
(x−Qk)
∏κ
j 6=k(Qk −Qj)
= −
κ∑
k=1
(κQ′k − 2Rk)
κ∏
j 6=k
x−Qj
Qk −Qj ,
4The Lax pair is not unique, in general it has two arbitrary functions of x and t, but the presented form
seems convenient for general κ ∈ N, being polynomial in x.
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κBd =
κ∑
k=1
κQ′k − 2Rk
x−Qk
(
κ∑
l=1
∏κ
j 6=l(x−Qj)∏κ
j 6=k(Qk −Qj)
− 1
)
,
fv = −x
4
2
− tx2 + (κ− 2)x− U(t).
Another example with similarities and important differences from the foregoing, is the
system [54] originating from NSSE
i∂tψ =
1
2
(
−∂xx + x6 − νx2 + l(l + 1)
x2
)
ψ = 0. (4.41)
Here, unlike above, the potential of the NSSE does not depend on time t, an important
difference. Starting with this equation and using Darboux transformations by its quasirational
solutions of the form ψ(0) =
∑M
j cjψj(x) exp(−iλjt/2), where ψj is quasirational solution of
the corresponding SE with eigenvalue λj, for special values of ν and l, the authors derived
a new NSSE with an additional potential having m double poles, so that the total (time-
dependent) potential is
V (t, x) =
1
2
(
x6 − νx2 + l(l + 1)
x2
)
− 2∂xx lnWm(ψ(0)n )
in terms of the Wronskian Wm of m independent quasirational solutions ψ
(0)
n , n = 1, . . . , m,
of (4.41) found in [54]. The function
ψ(m)(t, x) = xµ
∏nz
j=1(x− xj(t))αj∏np
k=1(x− yk(t))γk
e−x
4/4 exp(if(t)), µ = −l or l + 1,
where all αj ∈ N, γk ∈ N, similar in form to the solutions of the SE, solves the obtained
NSSE for µ ∈ Z, ν = 3 + 2µ+ 2N , N ∈ Z, if ∑j αj −∑k γk = N − 3m− µ, the constraints∑
j αjxj =
∑
k γkyk and
∑
j αj/xj =
∑
k γk/yk are satisfied, and, finally, the functions xj(t)
and yk(t) satisfy the time-dependent Bethe ansatz type equations ensuring also the absence
of monodromy for the solutions ψ(m),
−ix˙j +
nz∑
k 6=j
αk
xj − xk −
np∑
k=1
γk
xj − yk − x
3
j +
µ
xj
= 0,
iy˙k −
nz∑
j=1
αj
yk − xj −
np∑
j 6=k
γj
yk − yj + γky
3
k −
µ
yj
= 0,
nz∑
j=1
αjx
2
j −
np∑
k=1
γky
2
k + f˙ = 0
(compare with (4.35) and (4.33) !). In the case µ = 0, αj = γk = 1 for all j and k, the xj and
yk decouple into similar independent subsystems of equations of motion,
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x¨j(t) = −3x5j − (2(nz − np)− 3)xj +
nz∑
l 6=j
2
(xj − xl)3 ,
y¨k(t) = −3y5k − (2(nz − np) + 3)yk +
np∑
l 6=k
2
(yk − yl)3 .
A similarity with our equations (4.34) here is especially transparent as is the important
difference due to the absence of terms explicitly depending on t. This system in fact can be
considered as a peculiar “remnant” of quantum Painleve´ IV (QPIV). Indeed, starting with the
form of QPIV written down e.g. in [80] and making simple change of x-variable x→ x2 there
and then changing the dependent function Ψ by Ψ = x1/2ψ to remove the first x-derivative,
one arrives at the equation of the form
(
κ∂t +
1
4
∂xx − x
6
4
− tx
4
2
+ (n− κ− 1/2− t2/4)x2 + κ(2− κ)− 3/4
4x2
− (α + κ/2)t
)
ψ = 0,
(4.42)
with some parameters n and α (n is the integer number of a β-ensemble eigenvalues in [80]),
which contains the substantial additional term ∼ tx4 as compared to (4.41). This implies
that the system of [54] might be considered from the more general QPIV point of view. The
exact relation between them, however, needs a further investigation.
4.3 Quantum Painleve´ equations in CFT
The quantum Painleve´ (QP) equations appeared naturally in the studies of quantum inte-
grable systems and CFT. The first detailed consideration of QPVI (quantum Painleve´ VI) in
this context seems to date back to 1993, where it appeared in [42] in representation-theoretic
studies of quantum affine algebras and Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten (WZNW) quantum field
theory. More recently QPVI surfaced in the studies of Liouville CFT correlators in [44] where
both rational and elliptic parameterizations were considered and explicit transformation be-
tween them written down. Moreover, exact solutions of QPVI for special values of the pa-
rameters were found, related with the elliptic or algebraic solutions of Painleve´ VI. Liouville
CFT considered by [44] has central charge c > 25 (i.e. β < 0), but results for CFT with
c < 1 related to the β-ensembles can be obtained from it by careful analytic continuation. By
the principles of CFT based on representation theory of Virasoro algebra (2.5), the general
4-point correlation function of primary operators has an expression
〈Vα1(z1, z¯1)Vα2(z2, z¯2)Vα3(z3, z¯3)Vα4(z4, z¯4)〉 =
=
∏
i<j
|zi − zj |γij
∫
C(α1, α2, iP +Q/2)C(Q/2− iP, α3, α4) |FP ({αi}; t)|2 dP
2
, (4.43)
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where Q = b+1/b with b being the coupling parameter of the Liouville CFT (b2 = −β), γij are
certain combinations of conformal dimensions (weights), C(α, γ, δ) are the structure constants
of conformal algebra (which determine the CFT 3-point correlation functions), FP ({αi}; t)
called conformal blocks are in general known only as infinite series in the cross-ratio
t =
(z1 − z2)(z3 − z4)
(z1 − z3)(z2 − z4)
invariant w.r.t. the global conformal i.e. projective transformations, and integration is w.r.t. the
momentum parameter P which determines the intermediate scaling dimensions ∆ = P 2+Q2/4
in the given scattering cross-channel. If one of the four primaries is the so-called degenerate
field, i.e. Vα with a scaling dimension of the form
α = αmn = −mb
2
− n
2b
(4.44)
with integer m and n, then the correlator (4.43) satisfies a PDE which is of second order
e.g. for m = 1, n = 0 (how it arises we saw with the β-ensemble model in section 3) and in
the considered case is equivalent to a Gauss hypergeometric equation. The authors of [44]
considered the case n = 0 and general m, which they studied with the help of a 5-point
correlator with one degenerate field V1/2b,
〈V1/2b(z)Vα1(0)Vα2(1)Vα3(∞)Vα4(t)〉,
where the antiholomorphic dependence identical to the holomorphic one is suppressed in the
notation. The last function satisfies a QPVI equation, which in the elliptic parameterization
takes Schro¨dinger form
(
4i
pib2
∂τ + ∂uu −
4∑
k=1
sk(sk + 1)P(u− ωk) +
3∑
k=1
sk(sk + 1)P(ωk)
)
Ψ(u, τ), (4.45)
where P(y) is the Weierstrass elliptic function,
τ = i
K(1− t)
K(t)
, u =
pi
4K(t)
∫ z−t
t(z−1)
0
dr√
r(1− r)(1− tr) , (4.46)
K(t) is the elliptic integral of the first kind,
K(t) =
1
2
∫ 1
0
dr√
r(1− r)(1− tr) ,
ωk are half-periods
ω1 =
pi
2
, ω2 =
piτ
2
, ω3 = ω1 + ω2, ω4 = 0,
sk are related to parameters αk as
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αk =
Q
2
− b
2
(
sk +
1
2
)
, (4.47)
and the 5-point correlator is given in terms of Ψ and several factors containing elliptic Θ1
function,
〈V1/2b(z)Vα1(0)Vα2(1)Vα3(∞)Vα4(t)〉 = (z(z−1))1/b
2 (z(z − 1)(z − t))1/4
(t(t− 1)) 8∆(α4)+112
(Θ1(u))
1/b2
(Θ′(0))(1+1/b2)/3
Ψ(u, τ).
The authors noted that for special values of parameters sk,
sk = mk +
2nk
b2
, mk, nk ∈ Z,
the general solution of the QPVI (4.45) can be obtained from the general solution of the
corresponding heat equation, i.e. (4.45) without the elliptic potential. Using this, they found
explicitly exact solutions of QPVI for s1 = s2 = s3 = 0, s4 = m + 2n/b
2 in terms of m + n-
dimensional integrals of elliptic functions and obtained some 4-point conformal blocks as
limits from them. This QPVI for integer values of all sk also appeared in the studies of
special symmetry point of eight-vertex model [17, 18] where also some special solutions have
been obtained in terms of elliptic functions and their relation with elliptic solutions of Painleve´
VI was revealed. For integer sk the potential is a finite gap potential. More general family
of special solutions for the whole 4-dimensional lattice of integer sk and the corresponding
Painleve´ VI τ -functions have later been found in [92]. Thus, for QPVI with any value of κ
(or b), the special values of Painleve´ VI related four parameters admit relatively simple exact
solutions, just like for classical Painleve´ VI itself.
Exactly as with classical Painleve´ equations, it is possible to obtain all the other QP
equations from QPVI by confluence of singularities procedure. This way e.g. the exponential
form of QPIII was obtained from (4.45) in [78].
5 Special cases β = 2(c = 1) and c→∞ (β → 0 or β →∞)
In these two cases many stronger results have been obtained than for general β (or central
charge c). The main point we wish to stress is that most of the results described below must
be possible to extend to the general β and related theories by means of the exact quantum-
classical correspondence like the one we revealed in [94] and discuss in section 4.2. Indeed,
Garnier systems (both regular and confluent) can be naturally considered as compatibility
conditions of linear systems of PDEs. The linear PDEs involved are equivalent to the BPZ
(or Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ) [67]) equations of a (confluent) CFT for special values of
central charge c, i.e. effectively β, usually for β = 2, but also in the limits as β →∞ or β → 0.
We propose that a similar equivalence may hold for general values of β, with some type of
(modified) Garnier or more general isomonodromy systems. A concrete example of this we
encountered studying quantum Painleve´ II equation (QPII) related to the soft edge large size
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limit of β-ensembles, for all even integer β [94] and conjecturally (not completely explicitly yet)
for the other β, see section 4.2. What leads us to this conjecture is the existence of classical
integrable structure for general β implied by the results of [94] as well as the appearance
and crucial importance of a number of apparent singular points of differential equations,
both in BPZ equations and in isomonodromy systems [58, 47, 38]. The addition of a sufficient
number of apparent singularities ensures the solvability of a general Riemann-Hilbert problem
of finding a Fuchsian ODE with given singularities and their monodromies [58, 47].
5.1 Results for β = 2 (c = 1) – traditional exact classical integrabil-
ity
The isomonodromic deformations of Fuchsian ODEs leading to the Garnier systems are excel-
lently described in the book [58]. E.g. Heun equation with one additional apparent singularity
at the value of the accessory parameter q,
∂xxy +
(
c
x
+
d
x− 1 +
e
x− t −
1
x− q
)
∂xy +
(
ab
x(x− 1) +
ht(t− 1)
x(x− 1)(x− t) +
pq(q − 1)
x− q
)
,
(5.1)
where p(t) is the classical momentum for the coordinate q(t) and h(q, p, t) is the associated
Painleve´ VI Hamiltonian,
h =
q(q − 1)(q − t)p2 + ((c− 1)(q − 1)(q − t) + (d− 1)q(q − t) + eq(q − 1))p+ ab(q − t)
t(t− 1) ,
describes the isomonodromic deformations of Heun equation itself leading to Painleve´ VI
satisfied by function q(t). Equation (5.1) is the equation of the type (4.27) for QPVI with
~ = κ = 1 which itself is the nonstationary FP equation
~∂ty = h(x, ~∂x, t)y
with h(q, p, t) above. All types of the confluent Heun equations with one apparent pole added
similarly lead to the other Painleve´ equations as written out e.g. in [98]. As is clear now from
the results of [94], this is, for QPVI in place of QPII, exactly the simplest case κ = β/2 = 1
(i.e. ~ = 1) of the series of cases with κ ∈ N where the classical Lax pairs related to ODEs
with κ such apparent singularities are available. Some confluent Garnier systems, with two
or more “time” variables like t above, were studied e.g. in [66, 64, 96]. Generic determinantal
solutions of Garnier system have been recently found in [77].
The idea of quantized Painleve´ equations in the sense considered here, i.e. as FP or NSSE
equations in one space and one time dimensions, appeared in the papers of Suleimanov
(e.g. [99]), long before the recent prominent applications. He used the scalar Garnier Lax
pair for Painleve´ II (PII) to work out the connection of QPII with classical integrability and
PII itself. A restricted version of governing system [94] also appeared there. The connection
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of QPII with PII works this way only for ~ = 1 (β = 2). Later the relations between Painleve´
equations and NSSE satisfied by solutions of the associated linear problem were developed in
much detail in the works of Zabrodin and Zotov [106, 107], using various parameterizations
(trigonometric/exponential and elliptic besides usual rational) and ideas of Painleve´-Calogero
correspondence [73] bringing the classical Painleve´ equations into the form of standard New-
ton equations of motion in special Calogero-like but time-dependent potentials. There again
effectively ~ = κ = 1, except for the case of two poles in [107], which may correspond to
κ = 2, see section 4.2, or κ = 1/2 depending on the type of PDE like in section 3.
Other type of relevant results for β = 2 came from random matrix theory and its appli-
cations in statistics studying large random samples of large number of (correlated) variables.
E.g. sample covariance matrix eigenvalue p.d.f. leads to the integrals similar in form to the
left-hand side of (3.17) with n = 0. For β = 2, phase transition from distribution TW2
through critical 2-variable distribution F(t, x)β=2 of section 4.2 to Gaussian distribution for
several largest eigenvalues was rigorously shown and quantified in [12, 11]. Using integrable
structure, e.g. Darboux transformations, [20] extended these considerations to express mul-
tiparameter critical distributions, related to certain determinantal random point processes
and multimatrix Dyson BMs, in terms of simpler distributions like F(t, x)β=2. Some results,
e.g. the BBP[12] phase transition and description of critical distributions for all β, have al-
ready been achieved for the integrals of the type (3.15) [32], which is another indication that
further generalizations to all β are possible.
Generating functions of entries of generic Hankel determinant solutions to Painleve´ II
and IV were considered in [62, 63]. They were shown to be simply related to an eigenvector
component of the corresponding Lax pairs. E.g. function F(t, x) of eq. (4.22) with κ = 1
appeared in [62] where log-derivative of the first eigenvector component Y1 of traceless Lax
pair for Painleve´ II [46, 59] was identified as such a generating function. In our normalization
F(t, x) = F2(t) exp(−1/2(tx − x3/3))Y1. It is an interesting open question if the Hankel
determinant structure coming from Toda equations satisfied by Painleve´ τ -functions can be
generalized to the other values of κ = β/2.
Remarkable expansions of generic τ -functions for Painleve´ VI, V and III around their reg-
ular (and irregular for Painleve´ III) singular points with coefficients given by discrete Fourier
transforms of Virasoro conformal blocks were conjectured in [52, 53] using the combinatorial
expansion of conformal blocks from the proof of AGT [6] correspondence by [5] via representa-
tion theory of tensor product of Virasoro and Heisenberg algebras. The conformal expansions
of Painleve´ τ -functions have the form
τ(t) =
∑
n∈Z
C({θi}; σ + n)snFc=1[{θi}; σ + n](t), (5.2)
where θi are the monodromy exponents at the singular points i (e.g. θ0, θt, θ1, θ∞ for the
standard form of Painleve´ VI), the parameters σ and s correspond to Painleve´ integration
constants and Fc=1[{θi}; σ+n](t) are c = 1 CFT conformal blocks, e.g. in case of Painleve´ VI
those related to the holomorphic part of 4-point correlator of the Virasoro primary operators
located at 0, t, 1,∞. The parameters σ and s were studied by Jimbo in [60] where the first
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terms of expansions (5.2) were found. Vastly extending his results, exact formulas for all the
terms were obtained in [52, 53]. This later led to finding exact formulas for the connection
coefficients between the expansions of τ -functions at different singular points for Painleve´
VI [56] and Painleve´ III [57].
Matrix models for β = 2 were considered from c = 1 CFT point of view by [43] where it
was shown that classical integrable structure e.g. Lax matrix considerations may give more
powerful results than just the application of general but complicated topological recursion
of [30]. By showing how local conformal symmetry translates into isomonodromy of linear
matrix first order ODE with Lax matrix of coefficients the authors [43] gave a clearer treatment
to some of the results of [52]. The classical integrable structure in the form of Lax pairs is
exactly what was generalized in [94] to the other β.
Special solutions in terms of elliptic Θ-functions for multitime c = 1 BPZ equations were
obtained in [87]. This list of results could be continued – many more exist for β = 2 and
everything is known in principle how to compute here.
5.2 Results for c→∞ – the quasiclassical (WKB) limit
The general ideas and results are well described in a comprehensive review [101]. There are two
different types of this limit: β → 0 and β →∞. One of them is stationary, corresponding to
the Nekrasov-Shatashvili (NS) limit [84, 78] in supersymmetric gauge theories and related to
quantum integrable systems like quantum spin chains. Considering dependence of the limiting
SE-type equations on their free accessory parameters leads to isomonodromy systems. On
the other hand, using the links to quantum (gauge) theories and their NS limits can lead
to determination of accessory parameters and solving the related uniformization of Riemann
surfaces problem, see e.g. [85, 88] and references therein. A different stationary limit arises
when one considers large matrix size N limit together with α ∼ 1/N → 0 in the integrals of
section 3 [29]. Then one obtains an SE of the form (~∂)2−Veff )ψ = 0 with ~ ∼ (β/2−1) [29],
i.e. there case c→ 1 becomes the further classical limit.
The other c → ∞ limit leads to conventional classical integrable systems directly and is
in this respect similar to the case c = 1(β = 2), but very different phenomena like Wigner
crystallization of eigenvalue positions of β-ensembles [39, 41] also occur. Which of the limits
corresponds to β → 0 and which – to β →∞, depends on the type of equation, (3.11) or (3.12).
The stationary limit corresponds to strong diffusion, and the nonstationary – to the weak one.
In the last limit there are also recent new results on connection problem for Painleve´ VI arising
as the equation of motion from the classical action, the limit of the logarithm of conformal
block [75]. This is one of the simplest cases of the problem of uniformization and finding
the accessory parameters, which are on the one hand the derivatives of the classical Liouville
theory action [100] and on the other hand the values of the classical Gaudin Hamiltonians
translating into the Garnier-type Hamiltonians [101].
An important example of the nonstationary limit comes from the hydrodynamic (“collec-
tive field”) description of the equations of motion of the classical CSM system (with arbitrary
coupling constant g) for any number of particles including the infinite number of particles
limit. It turns out [2] to be equivalent to the complex (or bidirectional) Benjamin-Ono (BO)
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equation, i.e. equation for a complex function u,
∂tu+ ∂x
(
u2
2
+ i
g
2
∂xu¯
)
= 0, (5.3)
u = u0 + u1, u¯ = u0 − u1,
u1 = −ipig
L
N∑
j=1
cot
pi
L
(x− xj), u0 = ipig
L
N∑
j=1
cot
pi
L
(x− yj),
where xj are the coordinates of the CSM particles, pj are their momenta,
x˙j(t) = pj , p˙j(t) = −
(pig
L
)2
∂j
N∑
k 6=j
(
cot
pi
L
(xj − xk)
)2
,
and the auxiliary complex variables yj are implicitly defined by the equations
−2pi
L
pj = i
w˙j
wj
=
g
2
(
2pi
L
)2( N∑
k=1
wj + uk
wj − uk −
N∑
k 6=j
wj + wk
wj − wk
)
,
where wj = e
2ipixj/L and uk = e
2ipiyk/L. The coupling constant g of the classical CSM system
can be always rescaled to 1 by rescaling x, xj and t. This is in contrast to the quantum CSM
system considered in the similar way in [1], where the coupling constant is the physically
important κ = β/2 parameter on which the properties of the system may crucially depend
(and which cannot be removed by rescaling).
If one splits the function u into the real and imaginary parts,
u = µ+ ir,
and introduces function V = ∂xr− r2, the complex BO equation can be rewritten as the real
system
∂tV + µ∂xV + 2V ∂xµ+
∂xxxµ
2
= 0, (5.4)
∂tµ+H∂xxµ+ µ∂xµ+ ∂xV
2
= 0, (5.5)
where the trigonometric Hilbert transform H,
(Hϕ)(z) = v.p.
∫
|w|=1
dw
2piiw
ϕ(w)
ei(z−w)/2 + e−i(z−w)/2
ei(z−w)/2 − e−i(z−w)/2 . (5.6)
is used. Comparing now with our governing system for QPII in the form (4.38), (4.39), we
see that the first equations are similar while the second ones are different though of the same
one-dimensional hydrodynamics with pressure type. The universal equation (5.4) should be
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the same for all such systems, in geometry it expresses the relation between a Beltrami dif-
ferential µ (recall our main governing function, the ratio of upper non-diagonal entries of
Lax pair matrices) and a projective connection V (Schro¨dinger potential, holomorphic part
of conformal energy-momentum tensor), see e.g. [21, 85]. The last system of PDEs appeared
in the description of quantum integrals of motion whose joint eigenfunctions make the ap-
propriate orthogonal basis for combinatorial expansion of Liouville CFT conformal blocks [5]
important for establishing the AGT correspondence [6] with Nekrasov partition functions [83]
of supersymmetric gauge theory. Recently these considerations were also generalized [74, 26]
to the quantum Intermediate Long Wave (ILW) hierarchy (related to more general versions
of AGT correspondence), which continuously interpolates between two important limiting
cases of (quantum) KdV and (quantum) BO hierarchies. The first is related to the studies
of [14, 15, 16], e.g. to the Schro¨dinger equation (4.1) considered above. The governing system
for the semiclassical limit of quantum ILW is similar to (5.4), (5.5) [74, 26], differing only
in the generalization of the Hilbert transform from trigonometric to elliptic version using
theta-function Θ1,
(Hf)(z)→ (T f)(z) = v.p.
∫
|w|=1
dw
2piiw
f(w)
(
lnΘ1((w − z)/2|e−τ )
)′
,
with τ → 0 and τ →∞ corresponding to the KdV and the BO limits, respectively.
6 Multidimensional FP operators
The following integral defines a multi-Penner β-ensemble and also, up to a simple factor,
certain Liouville CFT correlation function [25, 4, 29]:
ZN =
∫
. . .
∫ N∏
i=1
dxi
∏
i<j
(xi − xj)β
N∏
i=1
n∏
k=1
(xi − wk)−C(N,β)mk
l∏
j=1
N∏
i=1
(zj − xi), (6.1)
In Liouville CFT [25, 4, 29] it corresponds to a β-ensemble with the multi-Penner potential
(3.9) with C = −2b/gs, where gs is the gauge or string coupling constant, but there β =
−2b2 < 05 and central charge c > 25, see (2.2). The additional mass parameter mn+1 of the
theory implied to be at ∞ in CFT correlators satisfies the constraint
b
gs
n+1∑
k=1
mk +
l
2
= b2N − b2 − 1.
Integrals of this type are important in the AGT correspondence [6], see e.g. [25]. Such an
integral satisfies the linear partial differential equations (PDEs) derived as in section 3,
5so the integrations should be performed over a contour in complex plane where the integrals converge
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(
β
2
∂zizi +
l∑
j 6=i
1
zi − zj (∂zi − ∂zj )− C(N, β)
n∑
k=1
mk
zi − wk∂zi +
n∑
k=1
1
zi − wk∂wk
)
ZN = 0 (6.2)
These are the more general BPZ equations – the equations satisfied by correlation functions
of CFT with l “degenerate at level two” primary fields (operator generating functions) at
zi, i = 1, . . . , l included [19]. This fact was implicitly used immediately after the creation of
CFT [19] in the Coulomb gas approach [36], where more general multidimensional integrals
over complex eigenvalues appeared, even before the Virasoro constraints were introduced as
a main tool to tackle matrix integrals related to gauge QFT and lower-dimensional quantum
gravity.
On the one hand, studies of the soft edge limit of β-ensemble with external matrix source
with r non-zero eigenvalues (r spikes in statistics community terminology) by probabilistic
methods yielded [23] the multidimensional FP equation corresponding to QPII for r = 1,
[
r∂t +
r∑
k=1
(
2
β
∂2
∂x2k
+ (t− x2k)
∂
∂xk
+
r∑
j 6=k
1
xk − xj
(
∂
∂xk
− ∂
∂xj
))]
F(t, x) = 0. (6.3)
This implies the presence of r degenerate level two primaries in the corresponding CFT
correlation function. We recall that in general an ODE from CFT has first order w.r.t. the
locations of non-degenerate primary operators and second order w.r.t. the degenerate level 2
primaries. Up to a change β/2 → 2/β in (6.2), the PDE (6.3) can be obtained as the sum
from 1 to r of triconfluent limits of equations (6.2) with n = 3 and l = r leading to just one
“time” variable (the cross-ratio of the wk including w4 =∞). Details will appear elsewhere.
A multidimensional PDE of the type (6.3) but nonconfluent (i.e. generalizing QPVI rather
than QPII) and in elliptic form like (4.45) was considered by [72] and elliptic solutions for
special values of sk-like parameters (see (4.45)) were obtained far extending the result of [44].
It would be interesting to find all possible confluent limits of these solutions.
A linear PDE of different but related type – multidimensional “quantum isomonodromy”
equation with one “time” and N Garnier-like coordinates as independent variables –was pro-
posed by Yamada [105] to describe the instanton partition function of superconformal gauge
theory with symmetry group SU(N).
Returning to CSM systems, if one introduces in (2.12) the power-sum operators
an =
∂
∂tn
, a−n = a
†
n =
ntn
κ
, n ≥ 0
in terms of tn =
∑
j y
k
j /k, satisfying the Heisenberg algebra [an, a
†
m] =
n
κ
δn,m, (n,m > 0),
one can rewrite the modified CSM Hamiltonian (2.12) as
H˜CSM = κ
∑
i,j≥1
(
κijti+j
∂2
∂ti∂tj
+ (i+ j)titj
∂
∂ti+j
)
+ κ(κ− 1)
∑
i≥1
i2ti
∂
∂ti
. (6.4)
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Thus, the CSM diffusion-drift operator for infinite number of particles expressed in terms of
the power sums of the particle coordinates becomes the κ-deformed cut-and-join operator [55].
The cut-and-join operator corresponding to κ = 1 is important in enumerative geometry and
representation theory of the symmetric group. In this case, certain exponential generating
function of Hurwitz numbers was shown [65] to satisfy the infinite-dimensional heat-type
equation
∂eH(s,t)
∂s
=
1
2
∑
i,j≥1
(
ijti+j
∂2
∂ti∂tj
+ (i+ j)titj
∂
∂ti+j
)
eH(s,t), (6.5)
which makes its solution eH(s,t) a τ -function of the KP hierarchy. Different diffusion operators
of this type appear in the theory of so-called z-measures [28] in representation theory of the
symmetric group.
Using the operator for general κ, the quantum CSM Hamiltonian, one can derive the
correspondence between CSM with infinite number of particles and quantized Benjamin-Ono
(QBO) equation [1, 81],
H˜CSM =
κ3
3
∑
l+m+n=0
: alaman : +
κ2(κ− 1)
2
∑
m+n=0
|n| : aman :=
=
∫
S1
dz
2piiz
(
1
3
: ϕ3(z) : +
κ− 1
2
iz : ϕ′(z)(Hϕ)(z) :
)
= HQBO, (6.6)
where the generating operator function ϕ(z) is the collective field variable denoted ∂φ(z) in
(2.6), and Hϕ is the Hilbert transform defined by (5.6). In [82, 81] exact generating function
of an infinite family of commuting integrals of the quantum BO equation is derived using its
quantum Lax matrix in the power-sum representation.
It seems natural to raise the question of generalization of the classical ILW governing
system to the quantum case for any κ = β/2 which would give an exact quantum-classical
correspondence similar to the one we exposed for the QPII in section 4.2. We conjecture that
such a classical governing system exists, and its first equation is similar to (5.4), up to the
change ∂t → ~∂t as in (4.38) but the second equation – substitute for (5.5) – may change
more substantially. Interesting hints about what happens can be found in [1], e.g. here likely
~ ∼ 2/(√κ− 1/√κ), but more study is needed.
7 Concluding remarks
Quantum Painleve´ equations and their multidimensional generalizations are equivalent to the
(confluent) BPZ equations [19] of CFT. They are satisfied by averaged powers of characteristic
polynomials of general β-ensembles of random matrices which are excellent toy models to
study various properties of CFT. These linear PDEs themselves carry all information about
associated isomonodromic nonlinear integrable systems. Such equations establish an exact
quantum-classical correspondence by means of which quantum integrable systems find their
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equivalent description in terms of classical integrable isomonodromy systems. Thus, these
special “quantum conformal” PDEs deserve the most thorough analytic investigation.
We do not consider it but everything here should readily generalize to the case of differ-
ent symmetry group (here we implicitly considered GL(2)) where W -algebras substitute the
Virasoro algebra and PDEs of higher order arise, and to the q-deformed models where Jack
functions and CSM operators are replaced by Macdonald functions and difference operators,
see e.g. [27], and so the q-difference equations should naturally arise instead of the considered
PDEs.
A number of topics, without which the picture drawn here is very incomplete, remained out
of the scope of this paper. They include the relations between BPZ [19] and KZ [67] equations
of CFT, quantum spin chains and their recently discovered connection with classical integrable
hierarchies [7], the use of Nekrasov functions [83] (the other side of AGT correspondence),
complex β-ensembles, Stochastic Lo¨wner Evolutions (SLE) and their integrable description
coming from that of CFT and β-ensembles, the recently emerged field of integrable probability
and Macdonald processes [27], non-commutative integrable systems, see e.g. [61], and their
possible description in terms of commutative ones. At last, the unifying link should be
provided by the discrete Hirota bilinear equations reviewed in [71], hints of which appeared
e.g. in [69], and in [33] and references therein, see section 4.1, and in [7]. We plan to address
these topics in the second part of this review, in progress.
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